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(from left to right) Charles T. Schell, John T. Bair,
H.H. Spooner Phillips IV

FORGE is a national consulting firm that is challenging the status quo in
the settlement industry. Our plaintiff-focused approach and full-market
access ensures that our clients receive the best possible settlement,
individually structured to meet their particular financial needs. For too
long, plaintiffs have been unaware of the wealth of consulting options
available to them, accepting settlements that are ill-suited for their life
situations. We aim to solve this problem by providing plaintiffs and their
trial lawyers with the full power of structure.

By designing a customized financial solution that includes the right
combination of trust products, managed accounts and structures, FORGE
assures your client of liquidity, lifelong security and valuable tax
advantages. We are independent brokers who seek out and require
competition for the best pricing among life insurance, trust and money
management corporations. FORGE also provides attorneys with fee
structuring options, allowing them to take advantage of the unique
opportunity to defer taxation on earned fees.

We are determined to make a difference in the fight for plaintiffs' rights,
and are staunch partners with attorneys who wish to do the right thing for
their clients. Our team looks forward to working in your best interest and
that of your clients, helping them to make the best choice for their futures.
Don't just settle. Forge a winning structure. Call FORGE Consulting the
moment you get the case.

Sincerely,

Your partners in advocacy

John T. Bair
President + CEO

Charles T. Schell
Principal

H.H. Spooner Phillips IV
Principal
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John Darer
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John Darer
Sticky Note
Can "earned fees" be deferred?


